Watertown High School
50 Columbia St. Watertown, MA 02472
Class of 2010
"How did it get so late so soon? My goodness how the time has flown. How did it get so late so soon?" - Dr. Seuss

"How did it get so late so soon?" - Dr. Seuss

"You're never fully dressed without a smile" - Annie

"I'll put a spell on you!" - Hocus Pocus

"These aren't spirit fingers... These are spirit fingers!" - Bring It On

"He just got a Hole-in-One on a par four!" - Happy Gilmore

"We Got the Spirit!" - Green Day
The Class of 2010 would like to dedicate the yearbook to their class advisor, Mr. Passeggio. Mr. Passeggio has been a great math teacher, and a very organized class advisor for this year's seniors. Without his dedication to our class, we would not have enjoyed so many great times and memories! Thank you so much Mr. Passeggio!

"We would not have experienced a more benevolent four years had it not been for the grace and commitment of Mr. Passeggio."
- Class President Joe Lepera
Baby Pictures

Baby Pictures

Left to Right: Kevin O'Brien, Arnold Mukasa, Mia DePaolis, Kelsey Prendergast, Kathy Choy, Matt Tardiff, Ciera Taufiq, Talar Abdalian, Alina Bazarian, Adelina Grigoryan, Valerie Walker, Chloe Anderson, Clara Gibbons, Nare Gukasyan, Chris McDermott, Julie Alhady and Stephanie Barker.
Baby Pictures

Baby Pictures

Left to Right: Raffi Kazanjian, Moise Lagene, David Woodland, Ani Moushigiam, Kris Stinehart, Rana Al-Najjar, Alex Akian, Kevin Phu, Eddie Cafua, Shannon Moran, Sal Schiano, Dan McGrath, Ellen Breen, Luke Boyajian, Amory Galili, Mike Mele, Joe Piccirilli, Samantha Rourke and Mariam Sukiasyan.
Right: A group of boys during a science fair at the Cunniff.

Below: A class photo taken at the entrance of the school.

Above: Lara Barbato and Danielle Vinciulla dress up for a school play.

Left: A Cunniff School teacher and her class gather for a picture outside.

Below: The Cunniff School 5th grade class goofing off in a class picture.

Above: A picture taken during a field trip to...
Above: Kelsey Frendgaast and Taylor Madellan pose together before a school play.

Right: Chloe Anderson and Samantha Reback play on the beloved monkey bars.

Below: Claudine Hogan, Kelsey Frendgaast, Chloe Anderson, and Emily Stetler play in the sprinklers.

Left: A Holmer class poses before a school Thanksgiving play.

Below: A group of 5th graders performing *The Wizard of Oz*.

Above: Chloe Anderson and Claudine Hogan show off their colorful hats.

Left: A group of Pop Warner football players and cheerleaders get ready for a game.
Above: Arwen, Erin Macri, Nicole Fantasia and Jennifer Sachetti pose playfully.

Left: Mrs. Jones’ first grade class takes a group photo with their nutcrackers.

Below: Nare Guikyean and Dylan Lindholm smile for the camera.

Right: Brittany Ooi and Kathy Choy with their artistic creations.

Below: Brittany Ooi shows off her style.

Above: Lowell kids having a blast on the gym net.

Right: Charlotte Fitt-Sprague and Julie Allnady smile for the camera.
Above: Yvonne Louie, Amanda Pham and Kazuka Kuwahara dress up for the 8th grade semi.

Right: Alina Buzanian, Ani Moseghian, Talar Aydtalian and Nare Gukaayan on their way to the semi.

Below: A group of friends have a great time together on the Washington D.C trip.

Right: Harrison Ford, Samantha Rourke and Joe Piccirilli pose for a picture.

Below: Claudine Hogan and Kelsey Prendergast with their awards.

Above: Tim Barba and Scott Stafford pose for the camera.

Left: Jen Sacchetti, Dylan Lindholm, Kathy Choy, Aman Kaur, Kazuka Kuwahara and Yvonne Louie on graduation day.
Freshmen Year
Candids '06 - '07
Sophomore Year
Candid '07-'08
Junior Year
Candids '08 - '09
Senior Year
Candids '09 - '10
Seniors

Adelina Grigoryan
Connor Grimes
Allison Grizey
Kimberly Groth
Nare Gukasyan
Cesar Hagopian
Aous Hamad
Katherine Hayes
Evan Hecht
Claudine Hogan
Shannon Hogan
Teresa Holmes
Seniors

Moise Lagene  
Joseph Lepera  
Dylan Lindholm  
Amanda Logue

Yvonne Louie  
Olena Lytvynenko  
Taylor MacLellan  
Erin Macri

Christopher McDermott  
Luke McElroy  
Shawna McGoldrick  
Daniel McGrath
Camera Shy Seniors

Alex Arslanian
Caroline Bailey
Micah Butler
Elvyn Cardona
Camila Carvalho
Warisgtom-Haynner Castro
Morris Centeno
Maja Chelstowska
Jonathan Coronado
Shah Faisal
Joel Figueroa
Lohann Freitas
Shannon Higgins
Michael Jirichian

Vivien Kalpakidis
Amanpreet Kaur
Naila Khan
Alecsander King
Vladislava Kovbasyuk
Alexis Lopez
Michael MacKinnon
Denzel Dominic Martin
Steven Miller
Emily Morad
Andre Morgan
Abdelrahman Obyat
Artemiy Pankovskiy
Joseph Paulino

Farah Pierre
Tauseef Pirzada
Nicholas Prosser
Cristian Revolorio
Diane Reyes
Ruben Romero
Carly Roussel
Vorakij Sangadej
Dianne Santiago
Serdar Sinaci
Erik Solaimani
Shamil Tliso
Zeeshan Wahab
Ke Xu
Eric Yakuze
Hafsa Yucel
Michael Adams
Brendan Ahern
Lina Balian
Carol Bard

Katherine Bellis
Maria Berardinelli
Joanna Bodnar
Michael Boyd

Brian Brewer
Gary Bridge
James Buck
John Cacace

Donna Calleja
Jean Calleva
Vincent Ciarametaro
Brenda Connors
Faculty

Patricia Conway
Malcolm Cooke
Joan Corkery
Lisa D'Amico

Donna Daigle
Norman DesTrempe
Stephen DiBenedetti
Katherine Dinardo

Dan Dressler
Linda Dudley
Charles Duggan
Neil Fetbroth

Martha Fitzpatrick
Rita Foglia
William Foley
William Fratto
Faculty

Sheila Gilmartin
Ralph Cioiosa
Alexis Glikman
Ryan Gonsalves

Donna Corian
Barbara Cortych
Kimberly Gould
Kraig Gustafson

Carol Hagopian
Marie Hannon
Stephen Harrington
Patricia Hayes

Phillip Henry
Kimberly Hermesch
Erik Hiltunen
Earl Hinkley
Faculty

Joanna Honig
Deborah Johnson
Karen Kazacosian
Sara Keiselbach

Lynsey Kraemer
Vera Larkin
Bryna Leeder
Jaimie Leonard

Lauralee Licuanan
Donna Maher
Jeanne Martelli
David Mastro

Michael McDermott
Hugh McLaughlin
David Meuret
Gretchen Morse
Faculty

Amanda Wislocki-Wasecki
Eileen Westgate
Michael Wroe
Daniel Wulf

Geri Zani
Marietta Zani
Jill Zeikel
Emilia Ziro lla
FRESHMEN Class of 2013

Class of 2013

FRESHMEN Class of 2013

Class of 2013
WHS School Events

A group of girls enjoying the Halloween Dance!

Students performing the WHS fall play!

Above: A group of students cheer on their classmates during the Fall Pep Rally!

Left: The junior and senior girls during the Powder Puff Game!
Students enjoying their last event as a junior on the Junior Cruise!

A group of students pose for a picture on school spirit day during spirit week!

Above: Senior girls on Salad Dressing Day during Spirit Week dressed up in their togas!

Right: A group of friends enjoying the Halloween Dance!
Eddie Cafua and Evan Hecht enjoy the boat's deck despite the rainy weather.

Mia DePaolis, Teresa Holmes, and Shannon Moran take a break from dancing.

Julie Alhady and Mariam Sukiasyan pose for a picture during dinner.
Emily Brackett and Scott Stafford smile for a picture together.

Kris Stinehart, Brian Donnell and Sal Schiano waiting for the dinner to arrive.

Deena Irqsusi, Charlotte Fitts-Sprague, and Rana Al-Najjar wait to get on the boat.
Seniors Jara Barbato, Valerie Walker and Kelsey Prendergast enjoying the dance!

Seniors Alina Bazarian and Ryan Donovan pose for a picture!

A group of senior girls dance the night away!
Senior Kevin Phu and Freshman Anna Minas dancing together!

Juniors Victoria Munger and Amanda Pease pose for a picture at the dance!

Juniors Olivia Conde, Shayla Titus and Kiley Alpaugh having fun at the dance!
Senior Keith Singh and Sophomore Ben Whetherbee act out their roles!

Seniors Erin Macri and Keith Singh on stage performing their last Watertown High School Fall Play!

A group of WHS students performing the fall play!
Erin Macri and Jenna Caskie untangling the Christmas lights.

A group of the students on stage performing a scene!

Sophomores Sandra Hernandez and Ayanna Monroe during the performance!
FALL PEP RALLY
"That's a team, ladies and either we heal now, as a team, or we will die as individuals. That's football girls. That's all it is. Now, whataya gonna do?"

-Al Pacino in Any Given Sunday and speech given by BIG AL

Back (Left to Right): Bianca Jones, Dairen Bonvouet, Addie Prespolis, Emily Kelland, Abby Delaney, Jillian English, Michelle Poirier, Tracy Taverna, Carolyn Stewart, Anne Litvinenko, Rachel Thomas, Natalie Singer, Nicole Panza, Mirelle O'Connor, Victoria Nilan, Marissa Barbato, Angela Harrington, Grace Gallant

Front (Left to Right): Kaylee MacNamara, Julia Tolman, Lyndsay Daley, Diana Kagramanyan, Emily Dinjian, Mary Izzi, Carly McManus, Jacqui Tresca, Isilay Yalcin, Kerry Morris, Tovia Siegal
ACK (Left to Right): Tim Barba, Valerie Walker, Chloe Anderson, Katie Hayes, Shannon Moran, Shawna McGoldrick, Regina Gallella, Mariam Sukiasyan, Jamie Almasian, Gloria Kimera, Janine Brown, Mike D’Amico, Moise Lagene (Middle) (Left to Right): Taylor MacLellan, Victoria Figuroia, Danielle Vincuilla, Ani Moushigian, Adelina Grigoryan, Julie Lhady, Deena Irgusi (Front (Left to Right): Karina Petrychova, Maria Bianchi, Samantha Rourke, Mia DePaolis, Jen Taylor, Brianna Rogers, Jara Arbato, Brittany Obi-Tahot, Allison Grizey (Front and Center: David Woodland and Big Al
Shayla Titus and Kiley Alpaugh serving the food to the faculty members!

The delicious cheesecake dessert made by the students!

Sophomore Analise DeBaie helps out with cooking the meal!
Seniors Shannon Moran and Brianna Rogers greet the faculty to the Raider Cafe!

The tables all set up for the faculty!

Senior students getting ready for the luncheon!
Sean Bowler during the formal wear section!

Nick Frankel with his escort, Ms. Wagner, during the formal wear section!

Mr. WHS 2010
Mike D’Amico!
Judge Ms. Trenholm asks a question during the Question & Answer section!

Mike D'Amico getting ready to give out his rose!

The boys dancing on stage while waiting for the winner to be announced!
WHS PRESENTS...

Evan Hecht as Doodie and Tyler Bartley as Danny Zuko performing on stage!

Tyler Bartley as Danny, Majed Abbas as Kenickie and Evan Hecht as Doodie singing during the performance!

Natalie Singer and Jen Taylor as Frenchy and Rizzo!
The Pink Ladies; Taylor MacLellan and Tori Munger have fun on stage!

Erin Macri as Mrs. Lynch and Charlotte Fitts-Sprague as Patty Simcox during "We Go Together!"

Justin DePamphilis as Putzie and Kevin O’Laughlin as Sonny perform on stage!
The Watertown High School Robotics team member Tom Pankovsky works put together the robot.

Band members participating in the pep band at football games!

Members of a club pose with Mr. Cooke!

The robotics team during a competition!
SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS

SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS
(L-R): Eric Dupuis, Jack Brackett and Julie Fraser. Missing from photo: Samantha Fraser.

STUDENT COUNCIL
Top Row (L-R): Katie Hayes, Brittany Obi-Tabot, and Regina Morono.
Bottom Row (L-R): Jake Hellman, Ben Wheterbee, Tessa Colameto, and Parisa

JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS
(L-R): Katie Carlson, Billy Stohlsman, Aaron Parseghian, Ana Mesa, and Anthony Fierimonte.

FRESHMEN CLASS OFFICERS
(L-R): Aaron Siegel, Ari Kazanjian, Brenna McDonald, and Anas Hamad.

EXECUTIVE BOARD
Top Row (L-R): Jake Hellman, Riwaj Thapaliya, Jonathan Arslanian, Raffi Kazanjian, Cory Donohue, Matt Tardiff, Ani Moushian, Ari Vosguian, Emily Brackett, Nicole Panza, Mary framework.
Invisible Children

Top Row (L-R): Madson Rodriguez, Anne Lytvynenko, Mireille O'Connor, Samantha Rourke, Rachel Thomas, Nicole Panza, Meghri Ishakian, and Zohra Yaqubi.

Middle Row (L-R): Raffi Kazanjian, Harry Meletiadis, Brittany Obi-Tabot, Mary Izzo, Victoria Nilan, Marissa Barbato, Hannah Barry, Despina Najarian, and Roshelly Sanchez.


Writer's Ink

Top Row (L-R): Harrison Ford, Zohra Yaqubi, Jesse Aste-Powell, Michelle Ambila.

Bottom Row (L-R): Dan White, Nare Gukasyan, Awesta Yaqubi, Clara Gibbons, Katherine Bartlett, Kathy Choy, Ben Wetherbee, Christa Cair, and Dylan Lindholm.

Armenian Club

Top Row (L-R): Ms. Tamakian, Matt Tardiff, Raffi Kazanjian, Harry Meletiadis, Aramayis Gregoryan, Ani Israelyan, Vrej Badrikian, and Ari Kazanjian.

Bottom Row (L-R): Jessica Campbell, Meghri Sahagian, Nanor Bedoyan, Lori Abdalian, Alicia Tardiff, Alina Bazanian, Ani Moushigian, Talar Abdalian, and Vmney Moushigian.
Gay / Straight Alliance

Top Row: Dylan Palmer
Bottom Row (L-R): Harrison Ford, Tessa Colameta, Crista Caira, Maria Cappelucci and Alexis Lopez.

Sports Management

Top Row (L-R): Kevin O'Brien, Evan Hecht, Alex Calderon, Cesar Hagopian, Moise Lagene, Steven Jewers, Sean Bowler, and Tim Barba.

Middle Row (L-R): Emily Sideris, Ani Moushigian, Allison Grizey, Samantha Rourke, Brittany Obi-Tabot, Janine Brown, Gloria Kimera, Shawna McGoldrick, Kris Stinehart, and Brian Dupuis.


Tri - Hi - Y

Top Row (L-R): Brendan Kuo, Joe Lepara, Aous Hamad, Riwaj Thapaliya, Ken Szubzda, Evan Hecht, Alex Calderon, Cesar Hagopian, Steven Jewers, Jessica Doggett, Tim Barba, and Leann Gallela.


Second Row (L-R): Emily Brackett, Harrison Ford, Christa Caira, Nare Gukasyan, Katie Hayes, Ellen Breen, Anne Lytvenynko, Jara Barbato, Kelsey Prendergast, Chloe Anderson, Alexis Keuchkarian, and Emily Dirjian.

Bottom Row (L-R): Kazuka Kuwahara, Yvonne Louie, Maria Bianchi, Lyndsay Daley, Julia Tolman, Ani Vosganian, Tovia Siegel and Kerry Morris.
Biology Club

(L-R): Alyssa Carlson, Katie Carlson, Tyler Bartley, Mia DePaolis, Michelle Poirier, and Tovia Siegel.

SADD

(L-R): Awesta Yaqubi, Emily Brackett, Samantha Rourke, Brittany Obi-Tabot and Stephanie Barker.

Yearbook Club

Top Row (L-R): Janine Brown, Gloria Kimera, Samantha Rourke and Angela Harrington.

Middle Row (L-R): Alyssa Barry and Chloe Anderson.

Bottom Row (L-R): Kathy Choy, Yvonne Louie, Kazuka Kuwahara, and Talar Abdalian.
Peers Making Peace

(L-R): Rose Schiano, Valerie Walker, Brittany Obi-Tabot, Ashley Curtin - MacGregor, Samantha Rourke, and Jen Taylor.

Peer Leadership

Top Row (L-R): Harrison Ford and Awesta Yaqubi.

Middle Row (L-R): Sandra Hernandez, Kathy Choy, Tessa Colameta, Michelle Ambila, Christa Caira, Ana Mesa, Ken Tai and Eddie Tai.

Bottom Row (L-R): Nare Gukasyan, Clara Gibbons, Yvonne Louie, Kazuka Kuwahara, Linh Hunyh, Riwaj Thapaliya, and Anurag Budhathoki.

Drama Club


Middle Row (L-R): Emily Brackett, Alec King, Clara Gibbons, Ben Wetherbee, Michelle Ambila, Nick Anastasi, Tessa Colameta, Amanda Pease, Erin Macri, Katie Hayes, and Evan Hecht.

Bottom Row (L-R): Amanda Pham, Camilla Strother, Ciera Taufiq, Taylor Maclellan, Kethry Burke-Scovill and Jenna Caskie.
National Honors Society / Cum Laude

Top Row (L-R): Jeremy Stark, Majed Abbas, Daniel White, Adam Koor-Bascomb, Brian Dupuis, Kris Stinehart, Steven Jewers, Timm Moan and Kevin Dixon.

Third Row (L-R): Harry Meletiadis, Ratti Kazanjian, Varant Chiloyan, Clara Gibbons, Awesta Yaqubi, Ellen Breen, Emily Sideris, Alina Bazarian, Julie Alhady, and Joe Lepera.


Bottom Row (L-R): The Officers; Matt Tardiff, Leann Gallella, Nare Gukasyan, Emily Brackett, and Evan Hecht.

IDS

Top Row (L-R): Chris McGovern, Alec King, Chris Snyder, Dylan Palmer, Chris Metrano-Pagen, Christa Caira, Mercedes Arsenalt, and Stephanie Hannah.

Middle Row (L-R): Justin DePamphilis, Amanda Pham, Dan White, Michelle Ambila, Maxine Barrios, Alexis Lopez, Ben Wetherbee, John MacDonald, Amory Galili, and Ke Xu.

Bottom Row (L-R): Tiago Dutra, Dylan Lindholm, Kateylynn Schultz, Giera Tauliq, Clara Gibbons, Rose Fristrom, Mr. Gustafson, Maria Gappelli, Emily Brackett, Maeve McClusky, Camilla Strother, Elaina Smolowitz, Tom Pankovskiy, Sam MacDonald, and Alice Fristrom.

Chorus

Top Row (L-R): Michelle Ambila, Victoria Munger, Grace Gallant, Isilay Valcin, Erin Macri, Katie Hayes, Taylor MacLellian, Kristina Arauz and Oriana Eason.

Bottom Row (L-R): Kamilla Ionesian, Amanda Pease, Kathy Choy, Jennifer Taylor, Sam MacDonald, KethfY Burke-Scovill, Carina Taufiq, and Busra Yucel.
Orchestra

Top Row (L-R): Erika Dilbarian, Clara Gibbons, Dylan Lindholm, Rachel Thomas, Janine Brown, Emma Scavo-Alarcon, Rana Al-Najjar, Jake Hellman, and Rose Fristrom.

Middle Row (L-R): Ben Wetherbee, Katelynn Schultz, Calista Diehl, Roop Kaur, Gurpreet Kaur, Tessa Colameta, and Melina Kapotsis.

Bottom Row (L-R): Mercedes Arsenalt, Kazuka Kuwarha, Yvonne Louie, Linh Huynh, Mireille O'Connor, Kevin Thea, Hannah Barry and Alex D'Amico.

Band / Pep Band

Top Row (L-R): Jeffrey Conde, Brian Cristello, Adam Koot-Bascomb, Kevin O’Laughlin, Andrew Salvas, Joe Lowry, Spencer Raftes, and Brian Harper.

Middle Row (L-R): Aimee Sugrue, Kiran Khan, Tyler Moynihan, Lori Abdalian, Caitie Horan, Simone Bailey, Talia Flores, and Jason Douchette.

Bottom Row (L-R): Maggie Ishazaka, Majda Abbas, Maysa Abbas, Elayna Smolowitz, Maeve McClusky, and Benjamin Hoff.

A Cappella


Middle Row (L-R): Michelle Ambila, Isilay Yalcin, Rachel Thomas, Grace Gallant, Erin Macri, Katie Hayes, Calista Diehl, Kristina Arauz, and Oriana Eason.

Dylan Lindhol, Diana Kagramanyan, Kazuka Kuwahara, Yvonne Louie, Clara Gibbons, Emily Brackett, Carina Taufiq, Tina Halvadjian, and Taylor MacLellan.
The Raider Times

Top Row (L-R): Wajeeda Shams, Mane Harutyunyan, Dylan Doyle, Brett McManus, Zohra Yaqhubi, and Harrison Ford.

Middle Row (L-R): Jacqueline Tresca, Sascha Grodsky, Alex Logan, Brian Jackson-Puglia, Vanessa Souza, Ashley Caira, and Aaron Parseghian.

Bottom Row (L-R): Chloe Anderson and Kalli Fabrikarakis.

Haiti Earthquake Relief Club

Top Row (L-R): Maddie Rimsa, Mr. Gustafson, Dina Tlisova, Tessa Colameta, Gabriella Aquino, Marianne Santana.

Bottom Row (L-R): Sandra Hernandez, Kethry Burke-Scovill, Parisa Zarringhalam, Golshan Zaheri-Khamenen, Kiley Alpaugh, and Ben Wheterbee.

Lost Club

Top Row (L-R): Daniel White, Nare Gukasyan, Emily Brackett, and Alec King.

Bottom Row (L-R): Ben Wheterbee, Ciera Taufiq, Clara Gibbons, and Michelle Ambila.
WHS Representatives to the School Committee
Evan Hecht and Janine Brown.

Greater Boston Regional Student Advisory Council
Kelsey Prendergast and Steven Jewers.

Word Painter
L-R: Norah Herzog, Lena Lewenstein, Jadzia Lee
Junior Bridget O'Reilly tries to avoid being hit by the soccer ball!

Seniors Maggie Dawson, Alina Bazarian and Gloria Kimera wait for the ball to get over the net!

Junior Anne Litveninko running strong during a Cross Country meet!

The football team practices before a game!

Junior captain Tyler Bartley taking a swing during a golf match!
Fall Sports

Sophomore Gupreet Kaur pacing herself during a meet!

Senior Captain Mia DePaolis throws the ball in during a soccer game!

Junior Katie Carlson moving the ball down field during a field hockey game!

Cheerleaders with a cheerleading mom helping out at a fundraising event!

Senior Don Pham running strong during a Cross Country meet!
As William Jennings Bryan said, "Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice; it is not a thing to be waited for, it is a thing to be achieved."

We finally achieved something amazing together and won the State Championship! It is a time we will always be remembered for and we will never forget.

Captain Emily Sideris

2009 STATE CHAMPIONS
Top Row (L-R): Coach Donahue, Coach Michelle, Julia Tolman, Jillian English, Katie Carlson, Michelle Poirier, Valerie Walker, Hayley Connors, Kayla Costa.
Middle Row (L-R): Jara Barbato, Lyndsay Daley, Alyssa Carlson, Lauren Sutherland, Kaylee MacNamara, Lauren Giordano, Jessica Doggett, Bianca Jones, Erica Kelly.
Bottom Row (L-R): Senior Captains Kelsey Prendergast and Emily Siders.

Far Left: Senior Captains Kelsey Prendergast and Emily Siders.
Left: The team puts up their sticks and chants before a game.
Above: Junior Michelle Poirier running towards the ball during a game.
Top Left Corner: Senior captain Kelsey Prendergast practicing.

From Left to Right: A group of field hockey players watch as the game goes on. Junior Katie Carlson moves the ball down field. Senior Emily Sideris tries to steal the ball from the opponent. Goalie Kayla Costa blocks a shot from the opponents.
Football

Top Row: Coach Jesse Brackett, Coach “Popo”, Head Coach John Cacace, Coach Phil Martin, Coach Bob Hebert, Coach Gary Bridge, Coach Phil Oates, Coach Bill Fratto, Coach Andrew Scope
Fourth Row: Dino Fiori, Avo Chekmeyer, Jack Brackett, Raheem Yousef, Mitchell Perrin, Dimitri Martinos, PJ Prinsey, Sherman Williams, Derek Wright
Third Row: Giovanni Ortiz, Brendan Wojtowicz, Tim Rudman, Gilly Morisse, Dillon Riley, Shane Fitzgerald, Sean McCusker, Vahan Hakobyan, Justin Pelleter
Second Row: Alex Logan, Tyler Romanelli, James Smith, Billy Stohlman, CJ Logan, Illas Payne, Carl Ikenian, Chris Hoey, Abe Hamad, Tyler Spence
Front Row: Captain Steven Jewers, Captain Scott Stafford, Luke McElroy, Kris Stinehart, Richard Brennan, Captain Nick Mahjoubi, Alex Pacious, Captain Morris Centeno

Above: The team stretches out before a BIG game.

Far Right: The Raiders line up to go against the Weston defense.

“The quote I always think of before a game: ‘Courage is not the absence of fear, but rather the judgement that something else is more important than fear.’ - Ambrose Redmoon”

-Senior Captain Scott Stafford

“Our first winning season in fifteen years really shows how much the program has grown in the past three years and has brought Raider Pride back. I am glad to be part of this special season.”

-Senior Captain Steven Jewers
Even though there were only four of us, we still stood by our boys and they did a great job!

Captain Nicole Chase

Left to Right: Nina Soares, Sophomore Captain Victoria Quirk, Sophomore Captain Nicole Chase and Anna Minas

Far Left: The four cheerleaders raise money for the team.

Left: Nina and Victoria pose for a picture before returning to fundraising.

Above: Though small in number, the fall cheerleaders were large in spirit!

Top Left Corner: Two cheerleaders help out at the football game!

Left to Right: WHS Cheerleaders pose for the camera. Cheerleaders with the cheerleading girls' parents at a fundraiser. Victoria Quirk and Nina Soares during a football game. Cheerleaders during a football game help out at the fundraising table.
Boys Cross Country

Top Row (L-R): Damon Torell Weiser, Nolan Field, Eric Hoiseth, Alex D'Amico, Kevin Eskici, Joe Lowry, Coach Wittenhagen.
Bottom Row (L - R): Dan McGrath, Evan Heh, Tyler Moynihan, Ken Szubzda, Kevin O'Laughlin, Timothy Moan, Joe Lepera, Nathan Wilson-Braun, and Don Pham.
Missing from photo: Nick Prosser.

Above: Boys Cross Country team take off from the starting line.
Center: Captains Ken Szubzda and Kevin O'Laughlin with Coach Witt.
Far Right: Watertown Boys Cross Country gains an early lead against Belmont.
Top Right Corner: Senior Ken Szubzda running during a race.

Left to Right: Tyler Moynihan passes a Belmont opponent. Don Pham running strong. Nathan Wilson-Braun steadily runs his race. Timothy Moan races to the finish line.

"The XC team has some of the best camaraderie in the High School; we had a great time running and hanging out."
-Senior Captain Ken Szubzda
"Far Better it is to dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs even though checkered by failure (that's a chimp), than to rank with those poor spirits who neither enjoy nor suffer much because they live in the gray twilight that knows neither victory nor defeat (that's a bonobo)."

- Coach Wittenhagen (original quote: Theodore Roosevelt)

Top Row (L-R): Coach Kraemer, Simone Bailey, Grace Gallant, Rachel Thomas, Mary Izzo, Parisa Zarringhalam, Calista Diehl, Gurpreet Kaur, Talia Flores, Coach Wittenhagen.
Bottom Row (L-R): Isilay Yalcin, Jacqui Tresca, Anne Litvinenko, Deena Iqrususi, Waleska Alves, Emily Kelland, Kateena Alvar, Camilla Strother.

Far Left: And they’re off! The team has a strong start in the race.
Top Left Corner: (L-R) Coach Kraemer, Anne Litvinenko, Deena Iqrususi, Waleska Alves and Coach Witt.
Above: Members of the Girls Cross Country team pose for a picture.
Center: The Girls Cross Contry team comes together for a team huddle.

Boys Soccer

Top Row (L-R): Mike Mele, Giovany Sanchez, Arnold Mukasa, Varant Chiloyan, Hassan Shah, Alex Ambila, David Barrionuevo, Jeremy Stark, Chris Barry, Heath Kimera, Chris McDermott, Erik Yakuze, Raffi Chilangaryan, Coach Luciano, Coach Cacia

Bottom Row (L-R): Yousef Jaafar, Jonathan Corrado, Christian Revelorio, James Holland, Alex Ourfalian, John-Peter Ribas

Above Right Corner: Ramon Castro

Above: Cristian Revelario

Center: Captains (L-R) Senior Christian Revelorio, Junior James Holland and Sophomore Jonathan Corrado and Coach Cacia

Far Right: Freshman Romen Castro and sophomore Heath Kimera jump for a head ball, while Junior David Barrinuevo and Senior Erik Yakuze are ready to assist.

Left to Right: Senior Arnold Mukasa, Senior Chris McDermott, and Mike Mele join the team huddle. Freshman John-Peter Ribas boots the soccer ball down the field. Senior Captain Christian Revelorio speeds past his belmont opponent. Senior Erik Yakuze plays aggressive defense.

"Soccer is like a family. We are all headed toward one goal."

- Captain Cristian Revelario
This season was tough, but we persevered, stuck together, and had a great time.

-- Senior Tri-Captain Shannon Moran

Top Row (L-R): Hannah Heifner, Analise DeBaie, Brenna McDonald, Maddie Rimsa, Emma Scavo, Ashley MacGregor, Ariana Zito-Wolf, Angela Harrington, Emma Day and Carolyn Stewart.

Middle Row (L-R): Nicole Quintiliani, Caitie Horan, Parisa Zarringhalam, Rose Fristrom, Bridget O'Reilly, Nicole Mendez, Busra Yalcin, and Jamie Russo.

Bottom Row (L-R): Captains: Senior Shannon Moran, Melina Kapotis, and Senior Mia DePaolis.

Left to Right: Sophomore Jamie Russo tries to keep the opponent away from the ball. Junior Maddie Rimsa helps senior Mia DePaolis during a game. Junior Emma Day dribbles the ball down the field. Sophomore Analise DeBaie goes for a kick.
Bottom Row (L-R): Andrew Smith, Aaron Parseghian, Chris Roche, Matt Johnson, and Vinney Moushigian.

Above: Danny Renzella taking a swing during a match.
Top Right Corner: Junior Danny Kelly taking a swing.
Right: Junior Captain Tyler Bartley with Coach Travers.
Far Right: Golf teammates shake hands before the start of the match.

From Left to Right: Matt Johnson placing the golf ball on the tee. Junior Captain Tyler Bartley watches the ball after a great swing. Junior Chris Roche during a golf match. Freshman Stephanie Frankian swings a great swing.

"The team worked really, but we had good spirits...no matter what."
- Captain Tyler Bartley
"You're not Girls, You're Athletes."
- Captain Gloria Kimera

Top Row (L-R): Alina Bazarian, Maggie Dawson, Hannah Barry, Tracy Taverna, Alexia Santos, Gloria Kimera, Coach Patrick Bemis
Bottom Row (L-R): Julie Alhady, Ani Moushigan, Kathy Choy, Janine Brown, and Yvonne Louie

Left to Right: Junior Tracy Taverna, Senior Kathy Choy, and Sophomore Alexia Santos cheer on their teammates. Senior captain Alina Bazarian is ready for a quick pass. Senior captain Janine Brown makes her laser jump serve! Senior Maggie Dawson assists senior captain Gloria Kimera with a massive block for a point!
Girls varsity basketball captains, senior Brittany Obi-Tabot and junior Michelle Poirier pose for a picture!

Two varsity girls ice hockey players on the ice ready to play!

Junior captain Connor Stockdale playing during a home basketball game!

Senior Amanda Pham getting geared up for a wrestling match!

The winter cheerleading team during a stunt at a basketball game!
Senior Guard Mia DePaolis during a basketball game at home!

Junior Jessica Doggett passing on the baton during a relay race at a track meet!

Senior Brendan Kuo running his race at a track meet at Reggie Lewis Track Center!

Senior Scott Stafford defending the goal during a hockey game!

Senior Victoria Figueroa cheers during a basketball game!
Top Row (L-R): Coach Harrington, Danny Kelly, Matt Tardiff, Danny Renzella, Patrick McHugh, Cory Donahue, Alex DiPietrantonio, Charmey Logan, Coach Fitzgerald and Coach Bourn.

Bottom Row (L-R): Tyler Romanelli, Meroujan Bagdasarian, Timothy Barba, Marco Coppola, Connor Stockdale, Yousef Jaafar, and Shane Fitzgerald.

Above: The team huddles with Coach Harrington to go over the next play.

Top Right Corner of Page: Senior Captain Tim Barba begins a play.

Right: Coach Harrington with captains, Senior Tim Barba and Juniors Marco Coppola and Connor Stockdale.

Far Right: Part of the team watches as their teammates play.

(L-R): Junior Danny Kelly opens up for a pass from a teammate. Junior Connor Stockdale gets ready for a shot. Senior Tim Barba hopes to pass the ball. Junior Marco Coppola heading for the basket.

"This season didn’t have the fairytale ending we all had hoped for, but it was a good one nonetheless. Being only one of three seniors on this year’s team, can truly say that I enjoyed every second of basketball for the past four years. I will miss the program and wish the class of 2011 and classes to come, the best of luck."

- Senior Captain Timothy Barba
"Win without boasting, lose without excuses."

-Captain Brittany Obi-Tabot

Top Row (L-R): Kerry Morris, Nicole Blackwood, Mary Izzo, Janine Brown, Mia DePaolis, Kayla Costa, Bianca Jones, Julia Tolman, and Coach Rimas.

Middle Row (L-R): Samantha Rourke, Jacqui Tresca, Allison Grizey, Ashley Curtin-McGregor, and Analise DeBaie

Bottom Row (L-R): Captains Michelle Poirier and Brittany Obi-Tabot

Left: The seniors of the Varsity Girls Basketball Samantha Rourke, Janine Brown, Allison Grizey, Brittany Obi-Tabot, and Mia DePaolis.

Far Left: Ashley Curtin-McGregor defending.

Above: Coach Rimas calls for a time out to show the girls a strategy to use on the court.

Top Left Corner of Page: Captains Brittany Obi-Tabot and Michelle Poirier.

Left: Senior Mia DePaolis gets aggressive on defense. Left Center: Senior Janine Brown passes the ball to her teammates after a rebound. Right Center: Senior Brittany Obi-Tabot gets ready to flash in for a pass to finish off with a lay up. Right: Senior Samantha Rourke prepares to receive a pass.
Wrestling

Top Row (L-R): Mathew McNamera, Jason Doucette, Santiago Deossa, Andrew Doob, Jack Brackett, P.J. Phinney, Andrew Logan, Stephan Sahakyan, and Coach Paul Murphy.

Bottom Row (L-R): Barry Doucette, Alex Logan, Collin Geagan, Nicholas D’Amico, and Tyler Juscen.
Missing from photo: Amanda Pham and Assistant Coach Steve Jordan.

Above: Junior Captains Alex Logan and Collin Geagan pose for a picture.
Right: Sophomore P.J. Phinney overtakes his opponent.

Far Right: A WHS wrestler during a match.
Top Right Corner of Page: Senior Amanda Pham gets ready to compete.

(L-R): Senior Amanda Pham starting off her match. Junior Alex Logan gets a firm hold on his opponent. Freshman Tyler Juscen prepares for the match. Sophomore Nick D’Amico trying to gain control over his opponent.
"It was a great season. We all had fun and enjoyed ourselves."
- Senior Captain Caroline Balley

Back Row (L-R): Coach Bonnie Deveau, Arielle Ahladianakis, Vanessa Mervin, Carly Roussel, Tifani DeMichele, Melissa Butler and Nicole Martin.
Front Row (L-R): Captains Nicole Chase, Caroline Balley, and Victoria Quirk.

Far Left: Girls performing for the basketball team.
Left: Seniors Carly Roussell and Victoria Figueroa perform a cheer.

Top Left Corner of Page: Senior Captain Caroline Balley lifted up in the air.
Above: The girls cheer during a basketball game.

(L-R): The WHS cheerleaders performing during a home basketball game. Nicole Chase and Melissa Butler during a cheer. The team before a basketball game.
Members of the cheerleading team practice before a game.
Boys Ice Hockey

Top Row (L-R): Danial Loprete, Matt Johnson, Victor Pokasov, Mike Martino, Chris Stanizzi, and Connor Demore.
Middle Row (L-R): Coach Campbell, Coach Hayes, Sean McCusker, Dino Flori, Kevin Rooney, Mike Busconi, Mike Baccari, Eric Dupuis, and Coach Jamie Venezia
Bottom Row (L-R): Justin Pelletier, Brett McManus, Scott Stafford, Eddie Cafua, Brian Dupuis, Sean Bowler, Greg Geagan, and Alex Hayek.

Above: A WHS hockey player taking a shot.
Top Right Corner of Page: Junior Brett McManus skating during a game.
Right: Sophomore Alex Hayek getting ready to block a shot from an opponent.
Far Right: The team members fighting for the puck.

Left to Right: Senior Eddie Cafua looking for a pass, Senior Scott Stafford moving the puck up the ice, Senior Sean Bowler getting ready on defense, Senior Brian Dupuis in a face-off.

“This season was great. It was our first winning season in years and all of us had fun.”
- Senior Captain Eddie Cafua
"All the girls worked very hard and we had a good season overall."

-Senior Captain Emily Sideris
Top Row (L-R): Mark Louis, Nersis Jamsakian, Ethan LeClair, Dillon Riley, Chris McGovern, Nolan Field and James Holland.

Above: Senior Tyler Moynihan runs during his race.

Top Right Corner of Page: Senior Captain Don Pham running strong.

Right: Senior Varant Chiloyan dashes in front of an opponent.

Far Right: Senior Nathan Wilson-Braun competing in the hurdles.

(L-R): Senior Eric Yakuze competing in the 300 Meter race. Senior Steven Jewers sprinting during the dash. Senior Kevin O’Laughlin high jumping. Junior Erik Hoiseth running strong during his race.

"We destroyed four teams in the Middlesex League. We didn’t have the greatest team record but we had some great individual accomplishments especially in the post season."

-Senior Captain Don Pham
"This season, the girls really stepped up and proved themselves to the league. It was the first year since I've been in high school that we have been able to have several wins on our record and have so many girls qualifying for the State Meet."

- Captain Kelsey Prendergast

Top Row (L-R): Asma Khan, Emna Scavo-Alarcon, Sandra Hernandez, Calista Diehl, Margaret Antonelli, Roop Kaur, Kiran Khan, Julia Pains, Christelle Madou, Jessica Doggett, Waiieska Alves, and Coach Wittenhagen.

Middle Row (L-R): Talia Flores, Brianna Natale, Nicole Panza, Anne Lytvynenko, Rachel Thomas, Caroyln Stewart, Emily Dinhian, Angela Harrington, Islay Yalcin, Lauren Basile, Celie Harvey-MacGregor, Coach Usseglio.


Far Left: Freshman Gabby Grovenor doing the high jump.

Left: Senior Emily Brackett running strong on the track.

Above: Junior Angela Harrington hurdles at Reggie Lewis.

Top Left Corner of Page: Senior Captain Kelsey Prendergast during a track meet.

(L-R): Sophomore Krysta Brugger running strong during a meet. Sophomore Talia Flores competing in the long jump. Junior Rachel Thomas during the high jump. Junior Nicole Panza running during her race.
SENIOR CANDIDS
Milk: $3.45/gallon
Eggs: $2.89/dozen
Candy Bar: $.95

Ugg Boots Tall: $180
Movie ticket: $10.50
McFlurry: $2.50

Blackberry: $350
Macbook: $999
iPod touch: $199

Sports fee: $175
School Lunch: $3.50
UMASS Tuition: $26,273
Pizza Place: Pizza Roma and Stella's

Ice Cream Place: Celebrity's

Clothing Store: Forever 21

School Book: The Great Gatsby
School Lunch: Pizza and salad
WHS class: Statistics

Singer: Lady Gaga
Song: "Replay" by IYAZ

TV show: Glee
Movie: Avatar
Actor: Channing Tatum
Actress: Megan Fox

Male Athlete: Michael Phelps and Rajon Rondo
Female Athlete: Brittany Obi-Tabot
A: ALL-NIGHT PARTY sponsored by the PTSO

B: BONAIRE trip enjoyed by WHS biologists

C: The Class of 2010 has CLASS

D: Alpha Housemaster Mr. McDERMott

E: End of the year ICE CREAM SOCIAL

F: Junior CRUISE

G: No more tests or QUIZZES for the graduates

H: RAIDER pride

I: Annual senior trip to KIMBALL FARM

J: STP Senior Thesis Paper

K: TEAMWORK

L: YOUTH COALITION works to make Watertown a better place

M: Song LYRICS are this yearbook’s theme
ECLIPSE until 2029.

Mr. WHS 2010 March 18, 2010

 UPPERCLASSMEN

ZOOMING through senior year

FIELD HOCKEY 2009 State Champs

Mr. NOFTSKER Retires with the Class of 2010

VICTORY Field

OUTSTANDING record-setting track season

GREASE WHS's musical production

Annual WALL PAINTING

HALLOWEEN Dance

Mr. PASSEGGIO 2010 class advisor

X-COUNTRY
Bonaire Trip

Sisters Alyssa and Katie Carlson enjoying the Bonaire water!

Fooling around at the table before dinner!

Members of the Biology Club with Mr. DeBenedetti!
February 2010

(L-R): Alyssa Carlson, Michelle Poirier, Mia DePaolis, Tyler Bartley, Tovia Seigel and Katie Carlson!

Tovia Seigel posing for a picture!

Tovia Seigel, Michelle Poirier and Mia DePaolis go for a swim!
Student Faculty Basketball Game

Tim Barba goes to shoot as Ms. O'Grady attempts to defend him.

Senior David Woodland and Mr. Brewer battle for the basketball.

Junior MJ Baghdasarian shoots a lay-up.
Mr. Rimas goes for the ball during the game.

Sophomore Avo Chekmeyan dribbles the ball down the court.

History teachers Gus and Buck get introduced.
Thank you to all our vendors for their support.

TOMAS CARDINAL O'FLAICH DIVISION 14
151 WATERTOWN STREET
WATERTOWN, MA.

115 Years of serving Community, Faith & Heritage

WHS CLASS OF 2010 CONGRATULATIONS AND GOOD LUCK
Neighborhood Focus.
World-Class Service.

Branches located in Arlington, Belmont, Lexington, Newton, Waltham and Watertown.
CONGRATULATIONS ERIN!

We are so proud of you and your many accomplishments. Continue to strive for excellence. We wish you much success in college and beyond!

Your Loving Family

"Wherever you go, go with all your heart." ~ Confucius
Joshua McPherson

Congratulations on all of your high school accomplishments!!
Always follow your dreams and reach for the stars.
I know you’ll find success in whatever you do!

Love, Mama

Eddie Cafua

Over the past 18 years, we have watched you grow, develop and achieve many goals while always upholding the values we have instilled in you. We are so proud of you and all you have accomplished. Continue being who you are and success will follow.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Shannon & Karys

Varant Chiloyan

Congratulations Varant! You made it. We wish you the best of luck in the future.

Love,
Dad, Mom, Garen, and Vazrik

Matthew Tardiff

Congratulations Matt!
You have done an awesome job and we are so proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad and Alicia

Tyler Moynihan

Congratulations! You have done a great job. We are very proud of you.
Good luck in college.

Love, Mom, Dad, & Jesse

Asa Oines

Congratulations!
You’re the best!!
much love,
Mom & Dad (& Tux)
Senior Amanda Pham hurdles during the 400M race.

Junior Hannah Barry returns the tennis ball during a match.

Junior Jacqui Tresca waits to catch the softball in her glove.

Junior Maddie Rimsa serves the tennis ball over to the opponent during an away match.

The baseball team tries to get an opponent out of the inning.
A baseball player hopes to tag a player out.
Sophomore Mitchell Perrin returns the ball over during a home match.
Sophomore Kevin Eskici beating the opponent in a race.
Senior Yvonne Louie waits to serve the tennis ball over to the opponent.
Sophomore Jamie Russo runs strong during the mile.
Bottom Row (L-R): Danny Kelly, Collin Geagan, Brendan Wojtowicz, Chris Roche, Matt Tardiff, Tim Barba and Brian Cristello.

The seniors on the team: Sean Bowler, Steven Jewers, Evan Hecht, Julian Inferrera, Matt Tardiff, Tim Barba and Scott Stafford.

Center Image: Senior Matt Tardiff waits for the next pitch.

Far Right: Senior Captains, Steven Jewers, Tim Barba and Scott Stafford.

Top Right Corner of Page: The team chants with their coach before the game.

(L-R): Pitcher Danny Renzella pitches during a game. Senior Tim Barba throws the ball back after a catch. Senior Scott Stafford warms up before a game. Senior Steve Jewers fields a ground ball.
It was a tough, competitive season, but for a first year varsity team, we exceeded many expectations and had a great time along the way.

Ellen Breen

(L-R): Leah Baccari returns the ball during a softball game. Juniors Emily Dinjian and Jackie Tresca try to get an opponent out. Senior Ellen Breen waiting for the ball to tag out a player. Senior Jen Sacchetti returns the ball during a game.
After our best season to date last year, this season was yet another building block in the foundation of a revamped and up and coming tennis program.

Joe Lepera

Left to Right: Majed Abbas returns the ball to the opponent. Harry Meletiadis during a home tennis match at Victory Field. Adam Koot-Bascomb serving the tennis ball. Sophomore Mitchell Perrin during a tennis match.

Top Row (L-R): Coach Cedrone, Amory Galili, Joe Lepera, Majed Abbas, Adam Koot-Bascomb, Raffi Chilingaryan, Mitch Perrin and Jake Hellman
Bottom Row (L-R): Harry Meletiadis, Agop Kasbarian, Anthony Russo, Will Pennington, Bryan Borque, and Shayan Avanesian

Above: Senior Captain Joe Lepera serving the tennis ball.

Top Right Corner of Page: Senior Captains Majed Abbas and Joseph Lepera.

Right: Seniors Amory Galili, Harry Meletiadis, Adam Koot-Bascomb, Majed Abbas and Joe Lepera.

Far Right: Anthony Russo during a tennis match.

Bottom Row (L-R): Hannah Barry, Maddie Rimsa, Carolyn Stewart, Danielle Vinculla, Yvonne Louie, Angela Harrington, Victoria Nilan, Carina Taufiq, and Michelle Gallego.

Far Left: Freshman Maysa Abbas hits the tennis ball.

Left: The team huddles with Coach Zeikel before the start of the game.

Above: Junior Hannah Barry serving the tennis ball over.

Top Left Corner of Page: Senior Captains Danielle Vinculla and Yvonne Louie with Coach Zeikel.

(L-R): Junior Marissa Barbato during a game. Senior Danielle Vinculla waits for the ball to return. Senior Yvonne Louie hitting the ball back to the opponent. Junior Carolyn Stewart during a game.
Boys Outdoor Track


Bottom Row (L-R): Tyler Moynihan, Kevin O’Laughlin, Chris McDermott, Don Pham, Timothy Moan, Dan McGrath, Brendan Kuo, Brian Dupuis, Varant Chiloyan, Nathan Wilson-Braun, and Ken Szubzda.

Above: Senior Luke McElroy high jumping during a meet.

Center Image: Senior Timm Moan getting ready to long jump.

Far Right: Timm Moan during the hurdles race.

Top Right Corner of Page: Senior Alec King and Freshman Alec Holland running strong during a race.

(L-R): Senior Varant Chiloyan races against the opponent. Alex Calderon during the shot put. Kevin O’Laughlin high jumping... Dan McGrath getting ready to throw the shot put.

This year we had our ups and downs, but I think we finished with one of the best teams the school has seen in years.

Captain Chris McDermott
Everyone worked hard this season, which resulted in several wins for the team. Also, many athletes made States, which is a great accomplishment for them and the entire team.

Jessica Doggett

Top Row (L-R): Shannon McNally, Roop Kaur, Analise DeBaie, Michele Cardarelli, Julia Basile and Calista Diehl.
Bottom Row (L-R): Seniors Emily Brackett, Amanda Pham, Deena Irqsusi, Kelsey Prendergast, Valerie Walker and Talar Abdalian.

Far Left: Sophomore Meaghan Kelly hurdling.
Top Left Corner of Page: Captains Jessica Doggett, Kelsey Prendergast and Rachel Thomas with Coach Mastro.
Above: The Seniors of the team, (L-R): Emily Brackett, Amanda Pham, Deena Irqsusi, Kelsey Prendergast, Val Walker and Talar Abdalian.
Center Image: Senior Captain Kelsey Prendergast long jumps.

(L-R): Senior Deena Irqsusi running at a steady pace. Junior Bianca Jones during the 400M race. Junior Asma Khan begins the 100M Dash. Senior Amanda Pham hurdling during the meet.
Junior James Dunoyer on the drums!

Seniors Evan Hecht and Julian Inferrera perform a song together!

Junior PJ Phinney rapping during the show!
Senior Jeremy Stark performing with the faculty band!

Sophomore Sean McMcusker on stage performing!

Senior Dan McGrath playing the guitar!
The whole group gets together for a picture in front of a Cathedral.

The girls take a picture in front of a beautiful fountain.

Simone Bailey, Alina Bazarian and Majed Abbas take a break from all the walking.

The "Spain Crew" at the Real Madrid soccer field.
April 2010

Timm Moan, Majed Abbas and Raffi Kazanjian take a picture in front of the Stats book statue.

Emily Brackett has fun climbing a wall in Spain.

Señor Henry and Alina Bazarian pose for a picture together.

The whole group with Señor Henry and Mrs. Chiodo pose for a picture.
A group of friends pose for a picture at their table during the senior prom!

Tim Barba and Mike D’Amico are all smiles at the All-Night Party!

Majed Abbas is the first to start the precessional.

Ellen Breen watches as her friends enjoy the mini golf at Kimballs.

Shawna McGoldrick happy that graduation has finally come!
Kevin Dixon and his date, Kristina Arauz dance together at prom!

Valedictorian Timm Moan present a gift to Mr. Nofsker during graduation!

Nick Frankel is shocked at the senior outing at Kimball Farm!

Priscila Silva gets her portrait drawn at the All-Night Party!

Danielle Vincuilla and Taylor MacLelian enjoy the ice cream!
National Honor Society and Cum Laude Society Induction

Top Row (L-R): Awesta Yaqub, Timm Moan, Adam Koot-Bascomb, Evan Hecht, Matt Tardiff, Majed Abbas, Steve Jewers, and Regina Morose
Third Row (L-R): Mrs. Calleja, Ken Szubzda, Varant Chiloyan, Clara Gibbons, Kathy Choy, Emily Sideris, Julie Alhady, Nare Sukiasyan, Annal Kaur, Mariam Sukiasyan, Alina Bazarian, Kim Groth, and Ellen Breen
Second Row (L-R): Lan Phan, Talar Abdalian, Kuzuka Kuwahara, Yvonne Louie, Emily Brackett, Kelsey Prendergast, and Leann Gallella
Bottom Row (L-R): Zeeshan Wahab, Harry Meletiadis, Kevin Dixon, Ratti Kazanjian and Nersis Jamsakian

Above: The National Honor Society flag with the four parts of the motto.

Top Right Corner of Page: The program of the morning's ceremonies.

Right: The four National Honor Society Inductees.

(L-R): The newest members of NHS/Cum Laude pose for a picture with the officers. Cum Laude inductees, Lan Phan, Emily Brackett and Kevin Dixon. Seniors Mariam Sukiasyan and Julie Alhady after the ceremony. Awesta Yaqub, Clara Gibbons and Nare Sukiasyan pose for a picture together.
Senior Breakfast
May 28, 2010
A group of girls show off their golf skills!

Kevin Phu enjoying the bumper boats at the Senior Outing!

The Seniors entering Kimball Farm for an afternoon of fun!
Kris Stinehart gets ready to bump into a classmate's boat!

Gloria Kimera, Regina Moroso and Brittany Obi-Tabot get together for a picture!

Janine Brown and Mia DePaolis enjoying the game of Nukom on the volleyball court!
Emily Sideris, Jara Barbato, Kelsey Prendergast and Chloe Andrson take a picture before painting!

A group of friends hanging out after painting the wall!

Adam Koot-Bascomb and Emily Brackett painting the class quote!
Jeremy Stark tries to tell his friends to stop getting paint on his shirt!

Brianna Rogers and Caroline Bailey paint their names on the top of the wall!

Shawna McGoldrick helps Luke McElroy decide where to put his name!
The Seniors dancing and enjoying the night!

A group of friends gather together for a picture!

Emily Sideris and Mrs. Hoffman "jump on it" during the senior prom!
Class President Joe Lepera dances with his date, Aimee Sugrue!

Mia DePaolis dances with the faculty!

Two friends dancing to the music!
Senior Prom

Senior guys pose with their dates for a picture!

Senior Evan Hecht leading the conga line with Ms. Kraemer following!

Mrs. Leonard, Mr. McDermott and Mrs. DiNardo enjoying the Senior prom with the Class of 2010!
A group of students getting out of their limo!

The Class of 2010 dancing the night away!

Seniors Luke Boyajian and Alex Akian pose for a picture after arriving at Danvers!
Alex Akian and Jeremy Stark performing *Times Like These* at the ceremony.

Gloria Kimera, Moise Lagene, Janine Brown and Maria Bianchi pose for a picture before graduation.

Headmaster, Mr. Noftsker gives retiring housemaster "Derm" a gift of appreciation.
Taylor MacLellan and Erin Macri anxiously walk towards their seats.

Mia DePaolis gives Mike D'Amico a pat on the back during the precesional.

Raffi Kazanjian happily walks by the teachers and waves to his family and friends.
Amanda Logue rests on the slide at the end of the obstacle course!

Joe Lepera and Varant Chiloyan take a break from all the fun and enjoy a slush!

Nare Gukasyan and Jonathan Coronado pose for a picture together!
Joe Piccirilli wins the obstacle course race!

The ice sculpture all set up for the Class of 2010 All Night Party!

Asa Oines slides down the obstacle course slide head first!
You Stay Classy
Mike D'Amico

You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself in any direction you choose.
You're on your own and you know what you know.
You are the guy who'll decide where to go.

Love Always Mom & Dad

Harrison

Congratulations on graduating High School! We are proud of you and wish you all the best in college! Dream big, aim high...

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Sam

Congratulations Class of 2010!

May all of your dreams come true!

Autographs and Memories